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【Objective】
Participants learn the role of public administration in the process of
reconstruction, consensus formation between administration and civil society in order
to formulate reconstruction plan including the collective relocation plan and
land-use plan, and cooperation between administration and civil society in the realm
of livelihood recovery and industrial development. This program contributes for the
participants to enhance capability to clarify challenges, formulate related policies,
execute the plan in the respective countries.

【Outcome】
１. To understand the role of public administration in the process of disaster
reconstruction.
２. To understand the role of various actors in the society in the process of
disaster reconstruction.
３. To learn related laws and systems in terms of disaster reconstruction.
４. To learn key points and instructive experience on consensus formation.
５. To share challenges of the respective countries in the realm of reconstruction.
６. To propose possible approaches for a better disaster reconstruction.
　　- Action plan presentation.

【Target Organization】
- Administrative organizations that
are engaged in reconstruction
policies.
- Administrative organizations that
execute disaster reconstruction
projects.
- NGOs.

【Target Group】
- Administrative officer involved in
reconstruction policies.
- Administrative officer involved in
collaboration of local actors.
- NGO staff involved in disaster
reconstruction activities.

Disaster Reconstruction Assistance
災害復興支援

Peacebuilding/Governance

１. To understand the role of local government(e.g. Higashimatsushima City) in the
process of disaster reconstruction.
- Lectures on town management for disaster rehabilitation and reconstruction based on
the experience of Great East Japan Earthquake.
- Lectures on "Build Back Better" efforts.
- Lectures on city planning of civic cooperation.
- Site visits to disaster affected areas.
２. To understand the role and cooperation efforts of public administration and
various actors in the process of disaster reconstruction.
- Lectures on efforts of other actors in the society such as industry, public
administrative bodies, academia and private sectors.
- Lectures on collaboration of public administration and society.
- Introduction of how to involve the socially vulnerable groups in the process of
reconstruction.
- Dialogue with citizens in terms of citizen participation from the point of view of
society.
３. To learn related laws and systems in terms of disaster reconstruction.
- Lectures on related laws and their backgrounds and transitions.
４．To learn key points and instructive experience on consensus formation.
- Introduction efforts of consensus formation between administration and civil
society.
５. To share challenges of the respective countries in the realm of reconstruction.
- To share information collected from country reports or discussions done within this
program.
６. To propose possible approaches for a better disaster reconstruction.

Countries vulnerable to natural disasters

This program focuses on the role of public administration in the process of reconstruction, consensus formation between 
administration and civil society in order to formulate reconstruction plan including the collective relocation plan,
land-use plan and cooperation between administration and civil society in the realm of livelihood recovery and industrial
development. Furthermore, it offers a dialogue with civil society in order to learn their reconstruction experiences.
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